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8 1 Capitalizing Your Operations

BANK

“I’m sorry . . . but do you have anything other than a
wife and a cat to offer as collateral?”
Smallbusinesstown.com
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CAPITALIZING YOUR OPERATIONS
MANY business ideas never blossom into mature full blown business
operations due to one specific but fairly notable reason: lack of capital. It is many a would be entrepreneur’s plight to scrounge up enough
funds to meet not only basic start-up costs but also to cover operating
costs needed to keep the business going long enough to gain a market
share and establish itself.
To make matters worse, banks and investors typically want nothing
to do with a new business unless its owners can personally guarantee
their loan with collateral of equal or greater value. For some reason, an
“I’ll pay you back as soon as I can,” along with a “cross my heart and
hope to die” is not good enough for them.

4
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FINDING SOURCES
OF CAPITAL

Credit Capital – Credit capital can be ob-

tained from suppliers or credit card companies who give you a grace period before
payment is due or interest charged. Many
THERE ARE four basic types of capital:
suppliers, if convinced of the soundness of
"#cash capital (personal financing)
your venture, will strongly consider grant"#credit capital (vendor financing)
ing you credit in their own efforts to
A bank is a
find new customers and expand
"#debt financed capital
place that will
their business. Credit capital is often
"#equity financed capital
lend you money overlooked as a means of financing
if you can prove a start-up.
Cash Capital – Cash capital is
that you don’t
capital that you have to pay no inNOTE Also called trade credit or
need it.
terest on and you have ready acvendor financing.
BOB HOPE
cess to. It is derived from personal
Debt Financing – Debt financing
savings, cashed in equity or borrowis a direct obligation to pay interest to
ing from future cash contracts. Using cash
someone (an investor or lender), in excapital is certainly the easiest, if not the
change for having lent you the money. An
best way to finance your business
important feature of debt financing is the
interest rate you will be charged.
5
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PROS of Debt Financing – The biggest adties, such as additional fees, a poorer
credit rating or the possibility of calling the
vantage of debt financing is that it allows
loan due.
you, as the business owner, to retain, for
the most part, control of your company.
Equity Financing – Equity financing inYou’re therefore entitled to all company
volves no direct obligation to repay
profits and have ultimate decisionany funds. It does, however, involve
Banks are here
making authority. Your debt is limto help the peo- selling a partial interest in your
ited to the loan repayment period.
company. Which means, in effect,
After you have repaid the borrowed ple who want to
that all new equity investors will become up in the
money, the lender has no further
come new business partners. Not
world.
claim on your business.
only will they share in your profits
DAVID
CONS of Debt Financing – The big- ROCKEFELLER but also will have a degree of congest disadvantage of debt financing Investment
trol over how you business is run.
is having to make those pesky
Banker
PROS of Equity Financing – There
monthly loan payments. When startis no debt, and no monthly loan
ing a business, cash may be scarce and
payments. You also will likely have more
expenses higher than estimated. Regardfreedom for trying new ideas with a potenless, the lender will still expect to be paid
tial equity investor than with a debt invesregularly. If you miss a payment or are
tor. Since it is in an equity investor’s best
late, the lender may impose severe penal6
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Another drawback of equity financing is
interest for your business to grow and expand, he or she will be more likely to conthat it tends to be very complicated and invariably will require the advice of attorneys
sider sound business ideas than a debt inand accountants. You will have to prepare
vestor. Bankers are more concerned with
getting paid every month. Also, eqand file a considerable amount of
paper work. You will also have to
uity investors, with their genuine in- The biggest
drawback
of
eqwade your way through a great deal
terest in your success, can be a
uity
financing,
of red tape.
good source of advice and contacts
besides
the
fact
for your business.
50 Sources of Captial
that you will
CONS of Equity Financing – The
Below is a list of 50 cash, credit,
have to share
biggest drawback of equity financyour profits with debt financed, and equity financed
ing, besides the fact that you will
sources of capital:
others, is the
have to share your profits with othloss of control
ers, is the loss of control over your
Cash Capital
over your busibusiness. Quite often, your equity
1. Advance Payments from
ness.
investors will not agree with your
Contracts – Try and get you
short-term or long-term plans, and since
first big contract paid for in advance.
you have given them a share in the owner2. Cash Value of Life Insurance – Alship of your business, you will have to sethough it’s not wise to cash in your life
riously consider their point of view.
7
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insurance polices, if you have no other
choice its worth considering (you also
may be able to use it as collateral for a
loan).

3.

4.

5.

6.

8

modifying your personal lifestyle, you
can reduce your living expenses and
thus increase the amount of money
you can put into your business. As you
will find out in Guidebook #82, reducConditional Sales Agreements –
ing expenses (operating on a
Try and get conditional sales
low overhead) is one of the best
agreements which may offer you Seventy-five
profit building strategies.
percent of small
some cash in advance.
businesses start 7. Money Owed to You – Collect
Contra Bartering – Offer to
with their own
from those that owe you money.
exchange your service or prodcapital and
8. Pension Plans – As a last reuct for services or products from
loans from famother companies.
sort you may want to cash in
ily and friends.
some of your RRSPs, IRAs, anLicensing or Assigning Ex- FUNFACT
nuities or other pension funds.
clusive Rights – Offer special
Although this isn’t advisable.
exclusive rights or licenses to copyrights or patents you may have to other
9. Personal Savings & Checking Accounts – One of the biggest advanentrepreneurs (see Guidebook #75).
tages of using personal savings to fund
Modifying Personal Lifestyle – By
your business is your easy access to
Copyright © 2001 by Patsula Media !
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12. The Small Business Innovation
Research (SBIR) Program – This
Program is designed to stimulate technological innovation in the United
States by providing qualified
NOTE You must invest some of
Combining personal
small businesses with opporyour own money, otherwise you
savings with extertunities to propose innovate
will have difficulty convincing othnal sources of debt
concepts that meet the reers that your idea is sound.
and equity will persearch and development
10. Home Equity – Many entre- mit you to benefit
needs of the federal governfrom
the
effects
of
preneurs finance their busiment. The SBIR program ofnesses by taking out a second leverage i.e., using
fers an excellent opportunity
other people’s
mortgage.
for the research-oriented, exmoney to earn a
isting enterprise, but it has lit11. Renting Out Part of Your
profit for yourself.
tle relevance for the average
Home or Garage – If you
SUPERTIP
inventor of consumer goods.
have a basement or garage
that can be converted into a
Do not expect the SBIR
self-contained apartment, consider
program to fund your idea unless 1)
renting it out.
you invention fits a specific governthose funds. There are no loan applications to complete, no lenders to visit,
no paperwork to prepare and no interest payments to make.

ment need, and 2) you have in place
9
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an organization capable of carrying the
project through to completion. It is very
rare for individuals to obtain SBIR
funding.

idea. The government makes competitive
awards of up to $50,000 of for a period
that usually does not exceed six months.

Phase II – Pursues the technological deEleven federal agencies presently
velopment of the idea studied in Phase I.
participate: Departments of AgThe government offers up to
Almost all busi- $500,000 for a development period
riculture, Commerce, Defense,
nesses need
Education, Energy, Health and
that normally cannot exceed tow
outside
funds,
Human Services and Transporyears. Only Phase I awards are
and
yours
tation, Environmental Protection
considered for Phase II awards.
probably
will
not
Agency, National Aeronautics
Phase III – Commercialize the
be an exception
and Space Administration, Naproduct developed in Phase II. The
to the rule.
tional Science Foundation and
commercialization phase requires
SUPERTIP
the National Regulatory Comthe use of private or non-SBIR fundmission.
ing.
The SBIR program has three
13. Selling Unnecessary Personal
phases:
Assets – Any personal assets you
Phases 1 – Evaluate the scienhave whether fixed or liquid, especially
tific/technical merit and feasibility of an
unnecessary possessions like a sec10
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ond car or motor home, can
be used to finance your
business. Other assets you
may want to liquidate include: savings bonds,
stocks and bonds, mutual
funds, real estate, antique
furniture, art and jewelry.
NOTE It is also possible to sell
your own company assets to a
commercial leasing company
and then lease them back
through them.

Credit Capital
14. Business Credit Cards –
Although it is generally recommended that businesses
use a checking account to
pay expenses, sometimes
11

Where Do Entrepreneurs Get
Start-up & Operating Capital?
ACCORDING TO A SURVEY conducted by INC.
Magazine, 56 percent of all entrepreneurs begin with
their own seed money, 41 percent receive bank loans,
and only 2 percent obtain venture capital. Of those
who use their own resources, 40 percent get loans by
mortgaging their personal assets, primarily real estate. Another source found that nearly 75 percent of
all new entrepreneurs start with some of their own
saved-up money of which twenty-three percent use
only their personal funds. In a nutshell, most companies start with little or no borrowed capital from lending institutions or government agencies. For most
companies, the marketing need is defined enough
that they can usually fund themselves through the
stock market, the customer, or through vendor financing in addition to using their own savings.
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credit cards can be used to conserve
cash.

shipped an received, and payment will
be rendered as promised.

NOTE Using your own personal credit card
A letter of credit can be considered
for business purposes is possible. Ala guarantee issued by a bank on bethough it isn’t recommended unless you
half of its client, usually irrevocable, to
are desperate, for it can create diffia supplier guaranteeing paycult accounting problems as well as
ment if the merchandise ordered
A request from
charge a high rate of interest.
is shipped in accordance with
an exporter to a
the terms and conditions specibank for a loan
15. Letter of Credit – A request
fied. When the bank guarantees
from an exporter to a bank for a on a business
payment of a debt, it is
transaction is a
loan on a business transaction
substituting its own credit for
is a request for a letter of credit. request for a letthat of the applicant; the bank
ter of credit.
For most exporters, sellers are
and will pay for the transaction if
far away and may be operating
the applicant fails to make the agreed payunder different legal, political and busiment. The seller has little risk in such
ness practices. With a letter of credit
transaction. The bank charges a fee or
issued by a reputable International
interest for the generally short term of
bank, both parties are assured and
the transaction.
protected – goods will be properly
12
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16. SBA’s Export Revolving Line of
17. Trade Credit (Vendor Financing) –
Credit – To assist small businesses in
Establishing credit accounts with supexporting their products and services
pliers is a normal form of financing emabroad, the Small Business
ployed by many business enterprises.
Administration has established the
It means that suppliers ship goods and
ERLC program, through which the SBA
supplies to your business, bill
can guarantee up to $750,000
you, and give you time to pay
When a vendor
or 85 percent of a loan. The
the invoice (usually 30, 60, or
allows you to
maximum guarantee for loans
90 days).
buy a product
up to $150,000 is 90 percent.
and to delay
Although, by using trade
An applicant may have other
paying for it, this
credit, there may be a hidden
outstanding loans as long as the is known as
cost for flexible credit terms in
total does not exceed $750,000. trade or vendor
the form of slightly higher
The maximum maturity of the
credit.
prices, to your advantage you
loan cannot exceed 18 months.
will be able to purchase supplies
Collateral will be required, including
and equipment directly from a vendor
personal guarantees, accounts receivand spread your payments over sevable, inventory, assignments of coneral months or years. In fact, often it is
tract proceeds, and bank letters of
possible to make no or a minimal down
credit.
payment and to avoid interest charges
13
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completely. Even suppliers who will not
nancing.
extend credit in the beginning of your
Debt Financing
relationship may be very willing to do
18. Accounts Receivable Fiso after you have placed several
Vendor financnancing – Accounts receivable
orders.
ing is not desirfinancing can take the form of
Vendors offer this service to
able if you are
pledging receivables as collathelp make their products more
being charged
eral to obtain a short-term loan
attractive and to induce you to
substantially
(if the accounts receivable bebuy from them rather than elsemore for the
comes uncollected, the borrower
where. Offering easy credit
same product
is responsible for repaying the
terms encourages sales.
you can purloan and incurring the resulting
chase elseNOTE For a typical, non-financial
loss).
business, accounts payable created where more
NOTE This is a method of obtain
cheaply with
using trade credit, are the largest
secured loans for business which
cash.
component of current liabilities,
lack other collateral for short-term
SUPERTIP
usually about 40 percent of total,
funds.
short-term debt. The percentage is
19. Commercial Banks – When
often higher for smaller businesses due to
resources are exhausted or lacking,
the unavailability of other sources of fi14
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NOTE Keep in mind that asking a bank for
many entrepreneurs go to a bank and
talk to a loan officer. There are over
a loan is essentially asking it to become a
partner, for a specified period of time and
15,000 commercial banks in the United
guaranteeing it, as a partner, a predeterStates. They are the major source of
business capital and issue about 85
mined rate of earnings (see Guidebook
#89 for information on finding a
percent of all the loans granted
good banker).
to operating small businesses.
It is dangerous
20. Commercial Finance ComHowever, these banks are in to have too
much
credit
panies – By offering inventothe business of lending money
capital.
One
day
to well-managed, creditworthy
ries, receivables, and similar
it
has
to
be
paid
enterprises. In other words, the
holdings as collateral, you may
business operations they serve back in the full
be able to borrow short-term
amount.
must generate sufficient cash
funds from a commercial finance
SUPERTIP
flow to assure the loan officers
company. Commercial finance
of its capability to make stipucompanies are similar to conlated payments. As well, the collateral
sumer finance companies (e.g., Uncle
put up has to have a greater value than
Ed’s Loan Shark House), but concenthe amount borrowed, liquidity and a
trate on business loans rather than
stable economic life. Personal guaranconsumer loans. They can be a useful
tees are invariably required.
partner if you manufacture products or
15
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act as a wholesaler.

and recover their invesment.

Like consumer finance companies,
21. Community Banks – Community
commercial finance companies charge
banks or savings banks are more exhigher rates of interest than banks.
perienced in dealing with consumer
However, to their advantage
loans, such as home mortgages
Small commuthey are usually more willing
and automobile loans.
than banks to approve your loan nity banks with
NOTE Small community banks with
two or three
requests.
two or three branches may operate
branches may
Commercial finance compaquite differently form large commeroperate quite
nies will often require your debt
cial banks with hundreds of loan ofdifferently form
be collateralized, meaning that if
fices.
large commerpurchase a cash register with
22. Consumer Finance Compacial banks with
the funds you have borrowed,
nies – Consumer finance comhundreds of
they will have a direct claim on
panies make small personal
loan offices.
your cash register. In fact, if you
loans secured by collateral.
can’t make your monthly payLoans from this source will usually not
ments, a couple of big guys in blue
exceed several thousand dollars.
suits may waltz into your store and
Unlike banks, consumer finance comtake back your cash register to sell it
panies do not accept deposits. They
16
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operate under the jurisdiction of each
nancial institutions developed by the
state’s small loan regulations. They
members or employees of a company,
charge higher interest rates and procreligious group, labor union, division of
essing fees than banks and credit unthe government or other group. Their
ions but can be more flexible
overall goal is to service their
about approving requests. In Credit unions are fimembers, not turn a profit. Besome cases, the interest rate nancial institutions
cause of this, their interest
you will be charged will be the developed by the
rates and other terms are usuhighest allowed by law for
ally more favorable than those
members or emyour state. If you can’t repay
offered by a bank. There are
ployees of a comyour debt, a couple of big
about 9000 credit unions in the
pany, religious
guys in leather jackets may
U.S. with assets from five to
group, labor union,
waltz into your store and
fifty million. Altogether, credit
division of the govsieze whatever you used the ernment or other
unions of assets totaling more
funds to purchase.
than 200 billion. Credit unions
group.
are regulated by the National
NOTE Consumer finance compaCredit Union Administration.
nies can be found in the yellow pages under loans.
NOTE The company for which your or another family member works may have a
23. Credit Unions – Credit unions are ficredit union. If you decide to start your
17
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business while you are still working for a
26. Factoring Companies – Factoring
large company you may be able to borrow
companies are a special type of comsome of the capital you will need from the
mercial financing company involved
credit union. While the amount you
specifically in purchasing outwill be able to borrow from a credit
right the accounts receivable of
Factoring comunion may note large, credit union
clients. It usually means a conpanies are a
interest rates are often lower than
tinuous agreement whereby the
special type of
the rates charged by other lenders. commercial fifactor is responsible for granting
credit to its client’s business
24. Equipment Financing – Bor- nancing comcustomers, performing the acrow from a bank, finance or ac- pany involved
counts receivable bookkeeping
ceptance company to purchase specifically in
and collecting the accounts.
purchasing outmachinery or equipment, and
then use that equipment as col- right the acMore simple put, factor comcounts receivlateral for another loan.
panies purchase your accounts
able of their clireceivable at a discount, thereby
25. Ethnic Community Organients.
freeing cash for you sooner than
zations – Many ethnic commuif you had to collect the money
nities set up special funds to
yourself. You transfer title of your achelp other members of the same ethcounts receivable to the factor comnicity start a business.
pany in exchange for a cash payment.
18
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To do business with a factor, your
business volume should be over
$250,000.
Before buying your A/Rs, the
factor will check their quality. If
they are willing to buy them,
they will usually advance up to
85% of approved A/Rs pending
collection. The original purchaser will then be notified of
the sale of the receivable and is
required to make payments directly to the factor.
Factors provide two types of
financing alternatives: recourse
factoring and non recourse
factoring.
"#Recourse Factoring – In recourse
factoring, you retain the risk of
19

collecting all the debts owed to you.
The factor company purchases your
receivable and advances you cash
while the accounts are being
collected. However, if your
Factoring comcustomers do not pay, you will
panies are not
be held responsible for
appropriate as a
repayment to the factor
means of seed
company.
capital to start a
"#Nonrecourse Factoring – In
nonrecourse factoring, you sell
all rights and obligations
concerning your accounts
receivable. The factor company
purchases your receivable and
collects the debts owed. If a
customer does not pay, you will
be under no obligation to the factor
company.

business because they require that you
have accounts
receivable to
sell.
POWERPOINT
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NOTE Factor companies often advertise in
company by means of shareholder’s
the business sections of newspaper. Usuloan. This allows you to take this
ally the advertisement will say “We buy acmoney out of the company without tax.
counts receivable.” Make sure you work
Three additional points to consider if
with a reputable company that
you give your corporation a
will not alienate your customers
loan are as follows:
Government bureaucby harassing them for payments. racy is often slow,
"#It is easier to repay a loan
27. Floor Financing – Usually cumbersome and inthan sell shares back to the
volves
much
red
tape.
company or to other investors
used by car dealers, piano,
Under
no
circumfurniture and large appliance
"#interest on the loan paid to
stances can you exdealer to finance their floor
you by the company is tax
pect action that will
stock. The lender maintains
deductible by the company
help you meet next
legal ownership of the floor
"#lenders consider
week’s payroll.
items while the retailer disshareholder’s loans as equity
SUPERTIP
plays them for sale. Similar
as long as they are left in the
to selling on consignment.
company
28. Giving Your Corporation a PerNOTE Keep in mind that the only method
sonal Loan – A good strategy when
of withdrawing your investment from a limstarting a corporation is to invest in the
20
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ited company is by paying yourself wages
(which are taxable) or by dividends (which
are also taxable).

However, dealing with the government, at any level, is often timeconsuming and frustrating. Extensive
paperwork is almost always required,
29. Government Loans – There are nuand when you begin you
merous sources of financial
have no assurance of a sucOccasionally, SBA
support available to small
cessful conclusion. To make
will test new loan
businesses from the federal
matters more frustrating poproducts or services
government, most state govlices and programs change
different loan proernments and many county
which each new government.
grams may include
and city governments. These
reduced paperwork, "#Economic Development
sources generally guarantee
shortened approval
Commission (EDC) – Part of
loans within specific limits to
businesses engaged in desig- periods, or smaller
the Department of Commerce
loan amounts.
nated lines of endeavor, sup(DOC), The Economic
FUNFACT
port research and developDevelopment Commission,
ment, provide low-interest
lends to new and existing
loans, and in some states have direct
businesses in an effort to create new
investment similar to a venture capital
jobs in economically deprived regions.
fund.
There are a number of specific
conditions that must be met in
21
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borrowing through the EDC, including
location. Contact the EDC through the
DOC.

machinery or equipment, inventory or
for working capital.

SBA guarantees up to 90 percent on
loans of $155,000 and less and up to
"#SBA Loan Guarantee Program – The
SBA Loan Guarantee Program
80 percent on loans to the
Terms for SBA
maximum of $750,000. Loans
provides financing in cases in
loans are usuvary in size from $20,000 to
which banks feel uncomfortable
$750,000 with most in the
with the risk by allowing banks to ally better than
those
for
regular
$150,000 range.
recover their money from the
bank
loans
with
SBA if the borrower defaults.
Terms for the loan are usually
interest rates
The program is designed to
better than those for regular
not exceeding 2.
promote small business
bank loans with interest rates not
75 percent more
formation and growth by
exceeding 2. 75 percent more
than the prime
guaranteeing long-term loan to
than the prime lending rate,
qualified firms that cannot obtain lending rate.
maturities available up to 10
financing on reasonable terms
years for working capital and 25
through normal lending channels.
years for fixed assets, and required
Funds are available to establish a new
equity positions less.
business or enlarge and existing
Because the life of an SBA loan can
business, and may be used to acquire
22
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cover the entire loan with personal
be longer than that of conventional
guarantees are frequently willing to lend
bank loans, this results in a lower
with a partial SBA guarantee).
monthly cash payment, which can
enhance the cash flow of the firm
If the bank is interested, ask the
during the early years of the
banker to discuss your
loan.
The equity position for an
application with the SBA. In
SBA loan can be 30 perHowever, keep in mind that
most cases, SBA deals
cent compared to the 40
this loan is intended for use by
directly with the bank on
to 50 percent required by
companies unable to obtain
the above two types of
most
banks
(the
SBA
perloans through conventional
loans. If neither the
centage
can
vary
dependchannels.
guaranty nor the
ing on the type of busiparticipation loan is
To get an SBA loan, first
ness and your past credit
available to you, you can
apply for a direct loan. If the
history).
still visit or write your
direct loan is declined, ask
POWERPOINT
nearest SBA office. In all
the bank to: a) give you a
cases above, you must
loan under SBA’s Guaranty
have the necessary financial
Loan Plan, or b) participate with SBA in
information with you to state your case
a loan (banks unwilling to lend to small
and needs i.e., a good business plan.
businesses because they are unable to
23
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purchasing stock in promising small
NOTE There is a 2-percent fee for the
guarantee, which is sometimes reduced to
corporations and seek to become
involved in actual business operations
1 percent for loans under $450,000. This
by providing management
fee is paid from proceeds when
the loan is allocated. The upper
direction. SBICs and S-SBICs
SBICs and Sare licensed by the SBA and
limit for an SBA loan guarantee is SBICs are espeoperate under its guidelines.
$750,000. There is no lower limit, cially interested in
They are privately owned
however most banks prefer to
purchasing stock in
organizations, chartered by the
work with amounts over $10,000. promising small
state in which the operate.
corporations and
"#SBIC & S-SBIC Loans –
seek to become in- NOTE You can obtain the Directory
SBICs (Small Business
volved in actual
of Small Business Investment ComInvestment Corporation) and
business operapanies by visiting the SBA regional
S-SBICs (Specialized Small
tions by providing
or district office nearest you.
Business Investment
management direcCompanies) are licensed to
"#Other Government Agencies – A
tion.
provide financial services to
government agency may be
small business in the form of
interested in financing new
equity & venture financing for
businesses that will have a direct
modernization, expansion, and the like.
impact on the agency or the client
They are especially interested in
24
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population it services. If your business
tions withheld from employee payroll,
produces a product or service you feel
are also paid periodically. The busiwould be of interest to a government
ness thus has the use of such funds
agency, contact the agency
from the times taxes are coldirectly and request
lected or work is performed
If your business proinformation and applications
until payments are made.
duces a product or serfor grants and other possible vice you feel would be
Since there is no explicit inbusiness development
terest expense involved, the
of interest to a governresources that agency may
firm in essence, receives a
ment agency, contact
control. It may be helpful to
form of “free” credit.
the agency directly and
investigate some or all of the request information and
However, since the payfollowing general sources of
applications for grants
ment of accruals is dependassistance available through and other possible
ent upon contractual agreethe government.
business development
ments or statues, business
30. Financing with Accruals resources that agency
owners have little control
may
control.
– Firms generally pay emover this type of “debt.” Usployees at regular intervals
ing accruals as a form of firather than as work is performed.
nancing is thus not a recommended
Likewise, estimated business income
business practice, although it could
taxes, sales taxes, and various deducsave you in a pinch.
25
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NOTE It is wiser for a business to take advantage of its accruals by investing them,
rather then using them as a controllable
means of financing.
31. Home Equity Loans – These
types of loans can be made for
a variety of purposes from noncommercial banks, including
business-oriented situations.
The borrower pledges an asset
such as their house as collateral
for the loan.
32. Installment Financing – Pay
for equipment, supplies and inventory by installments.

Insurance companies are a
possible source
of financing for
your business
because they
make commercial loans as a
means of investing unused portions of their income.

33. Insurance Companies – Insurance companies are a possible
source of financing for your business.
Often they make commercial loans as
26

a means of investing unused portions
of their income. Generally, insurance
companies make term loans and mortgage loans.
If you borrow from an insurance company, you can expect
terms and interest rates similar
to those available from a commercial bank though in some
cases higher. To their advantage, insurance companies can
provide large amounts of capital
at market interest rates, but you
must have assets sufficient to
cover the debt (and usually 2030 percent extra).

34. Inventory Financing – The
existence of inventories maybe enough
reason for a financial institution to pro-
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vide an unsecured loan to a small
proceeds to the lender.
business. Other firms, with unestabNOTE With the issuance of a trust receipt
lished credit history, may use inventoon specific goods, a lender must regularly
ries as collateral to obtain a loan in one
check the borrower’s inventory to
of the following three forms:
ensure compliance with the agreeWith the issument.
"#The Inventory Blanket Lien – The
ance of a trust
inventory blanket lien gives the
receipt on spe"#A Warehouse Receipt – Similar
lender claim against part or all of
cific goods, a
to a trust receipt, a warehouse
the borrower’s inventories,
lender must
receipt gives the lender claim to
although the borrower is free to
regularly check
the borrower’s inventory. The
continue to use and sell the
the borrower’s
goods, however, are kept on a
inventories.
inventory to enseparate part of the borrower’s
premises, or at a field
"#A Trust Receipt – A trust receipt sure compliance
with the agreecan be used to certify that
warehouse with an independent
certain goods are held in trust for ment.
third party warehousing
the lender and are separate from
company, acting as the
other portions of the inventory. If any of
supervising agent.
the trust goods are sold, the borrower is
NOTE Generally an efficient warehousing
required to immediately forward the
arrangement requires at least $1 million
27
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dollars of inventories. The fixed costs of
warehousing arrangements are relatively
high.

needed to secure the use of equipment
for your business makes leasing very
attractive to many business owners.

35. Leasing Equipment – A leasing company rents various types
of equipment to businesses and
individuals on a long-term basis.
By renting rather than buying
the equipment your business
will need, you will be able to
avoid many capital expenditures
associated with the purchase of
equipment.

NOTE An advantage provided by
leasing is that you will need little or
By renting rather
not cash to secure equipment and
than buying the
you will be able to upgrade your
equipment your
equipment more easily than if you
business will
purchases it. If your industry experineed, you will
ences rapid changes in technology,
be able to avoid
leasing may help you to avoid the
many capital
expense of purchasing quickly outexpenditures
dated equipment.
associated with
Generally, leasing companies the purchase of 36. Leasing Land & Buildings –
When you lease or rent proprequire a down payment or sev- equipment.
erty, ownership rests in the
eral months prepaid rent. Some
hands of the bank or leasing company,
however, may allow you to lease
equipment without requiring any prewhile the business has the actual use
of it. Leasing or renting helps reduce
payment. The small amount of cash

28
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your start-up capital needs and can
help you solve cash flow problems.

a formal agreement when a friend or
relative is willing to invest money in
your business. This will make the relaNOTE A new business should rent land
tionship professional and will help to
and lease equipment to avoid fixed capital
avoid future misunderstandings about
outlays to the greatest extent possible.
how much was borrowed or when it
Many businesses fail because they
should be repaid.
simply run out of money having purFamily members
chased items they could have fiNOTE One problem with getting a
can help finance
nanced, thereby leaving themselves
loan from a friend or relative is that
you business by
short of operating funds.
they may feel their investment entigiving you a
tles them to routinely tell you how
37. Loans from Family, Friends loan or by buyyour business should be run.
& Relatives – Family members ing shares in
your company.
38. Local & State Loan Procan help finance you business
grams – State financial proby giving you a loan or by buygrams are available to small business
ing shares in your company. The terms
of repayment are likely to be more
owners who need financing. Most proflexible than those of strangers. Howgrams are justified by the economic
ever, keep the relationship as formal
development and the jobs created
as possible. It’s a good idea to prepare
within the state by the business. At
29
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times these programs can take a sec"#Energy Investment Loan Program –
ond mortgage position compared to
This is a state loan subsidy at very low
interest rates in amounts up to 1 million.
banks or other sources of debt and can
The objective of this program is to
charge lower interest rates. Many state
programs have special programs for
conserve energy in businesses,
housing and farms.
women, minorities, or manufacturing
businesses. Listed below, are
"#Job Development Authority
several programs previously of- To contract new
Direct Loan Program – This
fered by the state of New York:
debts is not the
program provides loans of up to
way
to
pay
old
40 percent of the project cost for
"#Corporation of Renovation
ones.
Development – The CID program
new and small businesses for
acquisition or rehabilitation of
is administered by the New York GEORGE
WASHINGTON
plants, and for machinery and
State Science and Technology
Foundation and provides debt
equipment. Priority is given to
and equity capital to new technology
projects that contribute to revitalization
of distressed areas.
based businesses with fewer that 100
employees. CID operates in a way
"#Job Development Authority Rural
similar to a private venture capital fund
Development Loan Fund – This
but is willing to take greater risks.
program provides flexible, low cost
30
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loans to small businesses located in
rural areas and small communities with
populations of less than 25,000.

(MESBIC) Loans – The federal government encourages private enterprise
by members of minority groups. MESBICs have been licensed to aid to
small enterprises owned by minoritygroup members.

"#Urban Development Corporation
Minority Revolving Loan Fund –This
fund is designed to provide lowcost financing to certified
40. Owner/Seller Financing –
The financial aid
minority and women-owned
This is where the owner of the
and assistance
businesses.
business you are buying carries
programs of
the loan.
states are more
NOTE The financial aid and assisdiverse than the
tance programs of the various
Equity Financing
states in the U.S. are more diversed federal pro41. Closed-end Investment
than the federal programs. Most are grams.
Companies – Similar to venintended to create or maintain jobs
ture capital firms, closed-end inwithin the state, to attract companies to
vestment companies are interested in
move to the state or to keep companies
purchasing the stock of your business.
from relocating out of the state.
They are called “closed” because they
39. Minority Enterprise Small Busihave a fixed amount of money availness Investment Corporations
able to invest.
31
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42. Corporate Capital Sources – In orness will probably take one of several
der to generate additional profits, corforms:
porations sometimes establish corpo"#Complete Purchase – Here, an outside
rate venture capital firms. These firms
corporation buys your business in its
differ from traditional venture capital
entirety, and you forfeit all rights and
firms is that they are not motivated
control.
purely by profit, at least not in
Associating your "#Licensing Agreement – As the
the immediate sense. A corpobusiness owner you retain
rate venture firm typically seeks business with a
corporate capital
control of your business but
access to new markets in addireceive cash for work performed
tion to realizing a financial gain. source can add
credibility when
on contract. Sometimes entering
Associating your business
you seek funds
into a licensing agreement
with a corporate capital source
elsewhere.
means giving up the rights to
can add credibility when you
products developed under this
seek funds elsewhere. The expertise of
agreement.
the corporation can also be useful in
"#Joint Venture – You and an outside
marketing, manufacturing, product decorporation create a partnership,
velopment.
typically one in which you run the
Corporate investment in your busibusiness and the corporation provide
32
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capital and business advice.

provides them with another source for
a product or service they need.

"#Partial Purchase – An outside
corporation purchases part of your
NOTE Beware of granting exclusive rights
business’s stock.
to your products, which may give
It is possible to start
the customer more control than
NOTE A useful source of info
some franchises with
you would like business operaon corporate capital suppliers
relatively little money and tions and pricing. This type of aris Corporate Venturing News
to obtain start-up financ- rangement will shrink the potenpublished by Venture Ecoing directly from the
tial market tremendously.
nomics, Inc., 16 Laurel Avecompany selling the frannue, Wellesley Hills, MA
44. Employee Stock Ownerchise. If a direct loan is
ship Plans (ESOPs) – If
02181
not possible, the seller of
your business has employ43. Customers as a
the franchise may be willees, it may be possible for
Source of Funds – In
ing to cosign a loan with
you to sell stock in your
some industries, potential another lender.
business directly to them. In
purchasers of your service SUPERTIP
a sense your employees bemay be interested in offercome your partners. That ading financial help as you start or exvantage of creating an ESOP rather
pand your business. They are interthan selling stock to outside investors
ested because an additional supplier
33
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is that your employees will have a
vested interest in making your business successful.

necessary start-up capital.

46. Investment Clubs –In many communities, groups of business peoUnder this plan, employees
ple form organizations to invest
Willy, I made the
purchase shares of stock and
in new and existing businesses,
final payment on
thereby gain an ownership inusually on the local level. Here,
the mortgage
terest in your business. Emprivate investors pool resource
today. We’re
ployees may also offer to take a
to make investments. Investfree and clear . .
reduction in salary or benefits in
ment clubs are often informally
. we’re free . . .
exchange for partial ownership
structured.
we’re free.
in the company.
LINDA
47. Issuing Stock – If you organNOTE More information is available Speaking at the
ized your new firm into a corpograve of Willy
from the ESOP Association, 1100
ration, you may be able to raise
17th Street, NW, Suite 1207, Wash- Loman in Arthur
funds by selling some of your
Miller’s "Death
ington, DC 20036.
shares to others, making them
of a Salesman"
shareholders, and thereby en45. Franchising – Offer franchises
dowing them with part ownerof your business to other
ship of your business. Your charter
entrepreneurs
preneurs
(see Guidebook
(see Guidebook
#76). Let
(written by an underwriter) specifies
them worry about coming up with the
34
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the amount of shares your corporation
is authorized to issue.

management of the corporation.
If you are considering issuing stock
to finance your operation, follow these
three steps:

Generally, issuing stock is done by
selling common or preferred shares.
Preferred shares include certain privi"#Step 1 – Determine from your analysis
leges of the shareholder – for example,
that your business will need
if the business fails, the sharemore funds than you can
The borrower is
holder is guaranteed a proporprovide.
servant to the
tionate share of the remaining
"#Step 2 – Consider financing
lender.
assets. Usually, though, only
options and decide that you
OLD
holders of common stock enjoy
prefer to sell an interest in your
TESTAMENT
voting rights in the company.
company rather than borrow
Proverbs 22:7
However, issuing stock is a
money.
complicated and expensive pro"#Step 3 – Arrange to offer a sale of
cedure ($25,000 minimum). Furtherstock. This can be much more
more, it imposes additional obligations
complicated than it sounds because
upon your company – the purchasers
you must comply with an array of legal
of equity may increasingly become an
and reporting requirements for the life
important and annoying part in the
35
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of your business.

ited partnerships with 35 or fewer
members are not required to register
with the Securities and Exchange
Commission. The typical investment is
$20,000 or more per partner.

NOTE Issuing stock is not always the most
desirable method of raising money particularly for independent-minded entrepreneurs. It is usually advised instead to try debt financing beAs the general partner,
When approaching any fifore resorting to equity financyou are responsible for
nancial institution, you are
ing. Only preferred stock sold
overseeing operations and
effectively selling the merwith a specific payback clause
for making decision that will
its of your business procan be bought back and liquihave an impact on the busiposal. Thus, as in all
dated at the option of the enness and its performance.
sales, consider the needs
trepreneur.
The limited or passive partof the other party when
ners provide you with funds
pitching your proposal.
48. Private Investment
and expect a substantial reLimited Partnerships – SUPERTIP
turn on the investment.
Limited partner(s) who
However, the return they will require
provide funding are not responsible for
may be less than that required by a
any debts your business incurs and will
venture capital firm.
typically not play a role in managing
the day-to-day operations. Private lim49. Private Investors – Private investors
36
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could include: previous employers,
previous co-workers; friends and
neighbors; lawyers, accountants: stock
brokers; and investment partners.

large amounts of money. Except for the
very small funds, minimum investments
are frequently in the $500,000 to $1
million range and often can go as high
as $5 million or more. In addition, it is
NOTE It is also possible to find investor by
quite typical for this kind of venture injoining business organizations and clubs,
vestor to make second and third infuwhere you may meet individuals
sions of capital as the company
with money available to invest. Your
Creditors have
grows (as well as provide inbanker, attorneys and accountant
better memories
valuable experience into the inmay be useful sources of referrals.
than debtors.
vestment banking industry once
JAMES
50. Venture Capital – When prithe company decides to go pubHOWELL
vate money or normal bank
lic).
loans are unavailable, venture
Venture capitalists invest
capital is often the only way to get a
about one billion a year in various enfast-track product or service off the
terprises; mostly existing expanding
ground – after all half a loaf is better
businesses that are novel and interestthan none. One of the most important
ing enough to promise high profit readvantages of dealing with a venture
turn and a fairly short-term buy out or
capitalist is that they have access to
the opportunity to go public. Emerging
37
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To reach a venture capitalist,
whether an individual, a small investment group, or a large insurance company, you must go through much the
However, venture capitalists are
same procedures as for a bank loan –
usually not interested in granting loans
that is, prepare a meticulous business
outright. They prefer to put addiplan and show proof positive
tional capital into a growing
Emerging
that projections are or at least
business in exchange for part of
growth and highappear to be valid. One should
the ownership. Invariably, the
technology
also consider that most venture
investors will want a major porcompanies are
capitalists have already been
tion of your company’s equity.
prime prospects
there. They play with money
for venture capiIt is also important to note
they can afford to lose. And altal infusion.
that venture capitalists are not
though all are eager to put their
passive investors. They play an
excess financial resources to
active role in the strategic planning
work, they seldom become involved
phase of your business. They will also
with a new undertaking, unless they’re
expect to be fully informed about opconvinced it will indeed be a winner.
erations, problems and whether your
"#What are Your Chances of Getting
joint goals are being met.
Money from a Venture Capital Firm?
growth and high-technology companies
are prime prospects for venture capital
infusion.
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negotiation of detailed terms; in the end
Consider the problem of presenting a
business plan to the venture capital firm
at best one of hundreds or even
thousands will result in an investment.
from which are seeking an investment.
In a venture firm: four out of five plans
NOTE The process of getting capital from
will be reviewed and discarded in 10 to
a venture fund can also be very slow. Ven15 minutes or less after a very
ture funds are typical deluged by
cursory scan; of the remainder,
For more inforproposals and business plans form
four out of five will be read
mation see
companies seeking money. Some
thoroughly, an hour or more and "Venture" and
people familiar with the venture inthen discarded; the reminder
"INC." magadustry suggest that a business plan
may be of sufficient interest for
zines which
submitted without a personal introthe venture investors to either
usually feature
duction has almost no chance of revisit the company’s facility or
many ads from
ceiving attention.
invite the management to their
venture firms.
"#What do Venture Capitalist look
offices for further discussion;
for in an Investment? Venture
then four out of five of these will be
capitalists are looking for two basic
turned down; now left with one out of a
things when considering whether to
hundred business plans originally
invest in your business: 1) high return –
submitted, more will then be thrown out
because venture capitalists are willing
during serious discussion and
39
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One such directory is Pratt’s Guide To
to take high risks by investing in an
Venture Capital Sources, prepared by Venunproven business, they require high
ture Economic Inc., 16 Laurel Ave., Wellereturns as well, perhaps 7 to 10 times
sely Hills. MA 02181. This
their original
The mere existence of the venture
book includes a 130-page
investment within only
capital industry has created a kind
introductory section about
5 to 7 years; 2) easy
of entrepreneurial myth – that
the venture capital industry
exit – venture
there are hundred of people out
and lists just about every
capitalists like to be
there standing in line waiting for
venture capital fund in the
able to realize a profit
the opportunity to give you money.
U.S. and Canada.
by selling their interest
Well that just ain’t so. In fact, if
in your business at
you do find someone willing to
!
some future point.
part with their capital, you have to
NOTE For more informabe willing to part with a significant
tion see Venture and INC. part of your equity.
magazines which contain SUPERTIP
ads from venture firms.
Directories are also available that list various funds, amounts of capital available, industry focus and addresses and telephone
numbers of the managing general partners.
40
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Financing the Purchase of an Existing Business
BUYING AN EXISTING business may have certain
benefits over starting a business from scratch. In many
cases, the current owner will finance the sale of the
business. Consider the following example, you read a
newspaper advertisement of a small restaurant for
sale in a good location. The owner is willing to sell his
or her interest in the business for $15,000 if the buyer
takes over existing business obligations e.g., space
rental, employee wages etc. After visiting the restaurant and carefully analyzing the business potential,
you decide you are interested in owning this business.
How can you pay for the business? Let’s assume that
you don’t have $15,000. You have calculated that by
using the money you’ve saved you can offer the owner
$3,000. But this still leaves you $12,000 short. What
are your alternatives?
1. Try to find a way to borrow the money.
2. Offer the owner less than the asking price, thereby
reducing or eliminating the amount of cash
needed.

41

3. Ask the owner to finance the $12,000 or help
you find financing. An owner who needs to
sell a business will be anxious to help you
find a way to make the purchase possible.
Why is it being sold? Learn why the owner is
selling the business. Make certain that the reasons do not spell disaster for you as the new
owner. You may have nothing to worry about if
the present owner is selling in order to retire.
However, if he or she is selling because the
business is not profitable due to few customers
and/or poor location, you will need to realistically
assess your ability to improve the situation.
Where to find businesses for sale? The classified section of your newspaper is a good
source of information on businesses for sale.
You may also want to contact a business broker
who, like a real estate broker, sells businesses
and properties for a commission.
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WHAT BANKS & OTHER
INVESTORS LOOK FOR
WHEN YOU APPLY
FOR CAPITAL

Ability to Serve a Debt

If you are asking for a loan, first and foremost, banks and investors want to know
how well you can service a debt – that is
carry interest charges and eventually be
able to repay the loan in full.
BANKS FAVOR emerging and
Small debts are like small They need reassurance and
developing businesses that
proof that interest payments
have a proven track record and shot; they are rattling on
will be covered by earnings
every side, and can
need additional capital for exscarcely be escaped with- and the principal covered by
pansion, NOT start-up operathe liquidation of whatever it is
out a wound: great debts
tions. The reason for this is
the money is going to be used
are like cannon; of loud
simple: many start-up operafor. They also like to see that
noise, but little danger.
tions fail. Therefore, why
you have a sufficient surplus
SAMUEL JOHNSON
should they take the risk? Inof funds to cover unexpected
vestors on the other hand are a
costs. A cash flow forecast and projected
little bit more flexible. Yet they too will
income statement will show this.
normally reject your application unless
most of the following criteria is met:
Adequate Owner Investment
Most proposals will be rejected flat-out
42
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unless the owner has risked a substantial
Attractive Return on
amount of the businesses capital needs.
Investment
Investors and banks rarely invest in comInvestors can obtain returns of up to and
panies where their owner(s) have nothing
sometimes exceeding 10% with relatively
to lose. They want to know that you have a
safe investments in mortgages and bonds.
serious level of commitment to the
Therefore, in order to invest in your
If you owe your
success of your business and that
enterprise, which probably carries a
bank a hundred
you too are sharing the risk.
greater degree of risk than mortpounds, you
gages, your business must promise
NOTE How much personal funds
have a problem,
better financial returns. Investors
does a banker want you to have inbut if you owe it
must be convinced that the payoffs
vested? There is not fixed percenta million it has.
will be attractive. They are willing to
age for this equity contribution, but
JOHN
take a high risk, but they also exmost lenders require at least 25
MAYNARD
pect a high rate of return e.g., to
percent of the total amount needed
KEYNES
double their money in two or three
to establish the business. The
years.
amount of equity required is also influenced by other credit factors, such as
NOTE Equity Investors are interested in
management experience and adequacy of
the business’s long-term success and fucollateral.
ture profitability. Legally, equity investors

43
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are more exposed to risk than are debt inconsideration the age of each account.
vestors. If a business fails, equity investors
Any account more than 90 days overdue
stand to lose more money than debt inveswill usually not be accepted as collateral,
tors, since creditors are typically paid beor will be sharply discounted in value.
fore owners. Since equity investor are takOn the other hand, soft assets which ining the greater risk, they expect to earn
clude such intangibles as goodwill, patmore on their investment than do
ents, formulas, and capitalized redebt investors.
Speak not of my search and development (R & D)
debts, unless
are not always accepted as collatCollateral
you mean to pay eral; they are, in fact, thought to disAnything of value that is owned by
them.
tort a business’s value and are reyour company or owed to you and
GEORGE
garded by investors as a danger
contributes to the worth of your
HERBERT
signal if given to high a value. To
business is an asset and can be
some bank examiners, assignation
pledged as collateral for a loan, property,
of a high R & D value flies a red flag over
or equipment purchase. Even your acan entrepreneur’s business plan.
counts receivable can be used as collateral
A bank considers collateral the final alfor loans, but usually not at their full value
ternative (last resort) for collecting
– expect a value around 75 percent. As
money if payment are not made on loan
well expect a bank or factor to take into
principal.
44
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NOTE Even if your company is incorporated, it is
becoming more and more
common for banks to
have major shareholders
sign personal liability
agreements (i.e., request
your house be used as
collateral to protect them
in the event your corporation goes bankrupt).

Endorsers, Comakers, Guarantors –
A borrower may ask another person to sign a
note in order to augment
his or her credit. This endorser is then liable for
the note: if the borrower
fails to pay, the bank ex45

As kids, we all worked for the
company in one way or another.
I got to work behind the candy
counter or run the popcorn stand
when I was five years old. The
business was part of life, and it
was always included in the dinner conversation. We heard a lot
about the debt it took to open
new stores, and I worried about
it. I remember confiding to my
girlfriend one time – crying – and
saying, “I don’t know what we’re
going to do. My daddy owes so
much money, and he won’t quit
opening stores.
ALICE WALTON
on father, Sam Walton

pects the endorser to pay.
Sometimes the endorser may
also be asked to pledge assets.
A co-maker is an endorser
who assumes and obligation
jointly with the maker, or borrower. In this arrangement,
the bank can collect directly
from either maker or comaker.
A guarantor is an endorser
who guarantees the payment
of a note if the borrower does
not pay. Both private and
government lenders often require guarantees from officers
of corporation in order to assure continuity of effective
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management.

procedures whereby a bank can seize any
collateral pledged in a loan agreement in
Reasons Banks Don’t Like to Forecase of default of the loan. The value of
close – When a bank forecloses on a failcollateral is usually listed in the asset secing business, it is often unable to
tion of the balance sheet; its value
recover the full amount the owner
"The Uniform
should always equal or exceed the
paid for the assets, because of deCommercial
amount of the loan.
preciation and the nature of a force Code" estabTypes of Collateral – Below is a
sale. As a result, foreclosure leaves lishes procethe banker with assets worth less
dures whereby a selection of various kinds of collateral banks and investors will look at:
than the dollar valued indicated on
bank can seize
your balance sheet. For these reaany collateral
Accounts Receivable – Many banks
sons, you an understand why it is
pledged in a
will lend money against your aceasier to borrow money to buy fixed loan agreement
counts receivable using a notificaassets (such as inventory, equipin case of detion or non-notification plan. Under
ment, buildings) than it is to borrow fault of the loan.
the notification plan, the credit cusmoney for marketing expenses or
tomer is informed by the bank that
general operating costs.
the account has been assigned to them
and is asked to make payments directly to
The Uniform Commercial Code – The
the bank. Under a non-notification plan,
Uniform Commercial Code establishes
46
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your customers continue to pay you and
when you receive the money you pay the
bank.

bank loan is generally easier to obtain and
often carries a lower interest rate.

Newly Purchased Equipment – If you’ve
Inventory – Merchandise and any other asrecently purchased an expensive piece of
equipment, such as a cash register
sets of a retail, wholesale or manuor a delivery truck, you may be able
facturing business that can be liqui- If you buy expensive equipto get a loan using the equipment
dated if necessary can be used as
ment, such as a as collateral (this kind of loan is also
collateral. Unless otherwise specified in the loan document, plant and cash register or called a Chattel Mortgage). The
a delivery truck, bank will want to assess the present
equipment (e.g., computers, cash
registers, manufacturing equipment, you may be able and future market value of the
to get a loan us- equipment and make sure it is adetelephones and other fixtures) can
ing the equipquately insured.
also be included as inventory to be
ment as collatheld as collateral.
Real Estate – Real Estate collateral
eral.
Life Insurance – The cash value of a
is usually used to secure long-term
loans. In evaluating real estate al
life insurance policy, can be ascollateral, the bank will consider your eqsigned to a bank and used as collateral. In
uity, the market and foreclosure value of
some cases, this is preferable to borrowing
the property, and its insurance coverage.
directly from the insurance company. A
47
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Savings Accounts and Certificates of Dement of the loan or additional collateral.
posit – It is possible to get a loan by asTrust Receipts for Seria Numbered Floor
signing a savings account to the bank. If
Planning Merchandise – Expensive meryou assign an account at another bank as
chandise that needs to be displayed to be
collateral, they get the passbook. The lendsold, such as cars, boats, appliances, TVs,
ing bank will also ask the other bank to
etc. may be a problem for small companies
show in its records that the account is bewho can’t afford to buy these proding held as collateral (so you can’t
ucts outright. One way to secure a
It is possible to
take out the money).
loan for these products is by using a
get a loan by
Stocks and Bonds – Marketable
trust receipt. A trust receipt can only
assigning a savbe used for serial numbered merstocks and bonds can be used as
ings accounts to
chandise. It acknowledges receipt of
collateral. Banks will usually lend 75
the bank.
a product, shows agreement to
percent or less on the value of highgrade stocks and up to 90 percent on govkeep the merchandise in trust for the bank,
and verifies the promise to pay the bank
ernment securities. The limit leaves a margin of protection for the banks if the stocks
once the product is sold.
or bond declines in value. In fact, if the
Warehouse Receipts – A bank may take
market value of the collateral falls below a
inventory as collateral by lending money
certain level (outlined in the loan agreeon a warehouse receipt. The typical loan is
ment), the bank may ask for a partial pay48
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a percentage of the cost of the merchanoverall stability, bankers and investors will
dise. A warehouse receipt shows that the
also look at your:
inventory has either been placed in a pub"#company profits
lic warehouse or has been left on your
"#dividend payments
premises under the control of one of your
employees who is bonded. Such loans are
"#equity
generally made on merchandise that
"#retained earnings
can be readily marketed.
Bankers and investors like to
Equity Position
Company Stability
think your com- Bankers will review the current and
Bankers and investors like to think
pany will be
projected equity position of a busiyour company will be around for a
around for a
ness. Their most important concern
while. They prefer public compawhile.
is not so much the dollar amount but
nies, that is corporations that issue
the ratio of equity to assets or debt.
stock purchasable on the stock market and
A growing business should show an equity
have a life of their own. The reason for this
position of 30 to 50 percent in relation to
is that public companies provide excellent
total assets; i.e., the owners owns outright
liquidity and the greatest opportunity for
30 to 50 percent of the company.
obtaining equity capital since their shares
can be sold to anyone. To determine your
To obtain additional money for growth,
49
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this equity position should be brought
categories, inventory turnover, and many
again into balance. This means that to
other items, form what bankers and invesmaintain an equity position of 30 to 50 pertors like to refer to as “Financial Ratios.”
cent, additional equity may need to be
Financial ratios are used by bankers and
brought into the company, before a bank
investors to determine the relative health of
will consider granting you an additional
a business. As well, they can be used by
loan.
management to provide valuable
Financial ratios
checkpoints allowing you to better
For example suppose your comare used by
control certain aspects of your busipany’s total assets are $200,000;
bankers and in- ness before it’s too late to make adtotal debt, $140,000; and owner’
vestors to dejustments.
equity, $60,000. The equity-totermine the relaassets ratio is 30 percent. For this
The basic data for ratio analysis
tive health of a
business to grow to an asset level
is contained in your companies Balbusiness.
ance Sheet and Income Statement.
of $400,000 the owner needs to
provide an additional $60,000 of equity and
NOTE In the reference section of your lothen borrow another $140,000 debt.
cal library are publications such as The
Almanac of Business and Industrial FinanFinancial Ratios
cial Ratios, which is a source of ratios that
The relationships between amounts of incan be used to compare your performance
vested capital, levels of sales, various cost
50
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with that of other, similar businesses.
is looked upon favorably and means that
Standard industry ratios are also reported
your company has more than enough cash
in Dun & Bradstreet’s Key Business Ratios,
on hand – and short-term assets such as
P.O. Box 3224, Church Street Stainventory that can be quickly contion New York, NY 10008. The sigI don’t have any verted into cash – to meet all debts
nificance of these ratios, the methfalling due within a year’s time. As a
experience in
ods for calculating them, and indus- running up a $4 rule, this ratio should be two to one.
try averages are available through
It is calculated by dividing the busitrillion debt.
Robert Morris Associates.
ness’s current assets by its current
H. ROSS
liability.
PEROT

Cost of Sales to Total Inventory
After President
– This ratio is used to assess how
well your company has used the resources at its command. It is calculated by dividing the total cost of
sales by total inventory.

Bush’s stress on
experience on
the 1992 presidential election
debates

Current Assets to Current Liabilities – This ratio is used to assess
your companies solvency i.e., its ability to
pay off debts promptly. A high current ratio
51

Net Income to Total Sales – This
ratio, also called the Profit Margin
ratio, is used to determine how profitable your company is. It is calculated by dividing your net income by
your total sales. In this case, the
larger the ratio, the better.

Net Sales to Tangible Net Worth –
This ratio shows how actively invested
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Quick or Acid-test Ratio – This ratio
capital is being put to work by indicating its
turnover during a period. It is calculated by
calculated by dividing your companies curdividing Net sales by tangible net worth
rent assets less inventory, by the amount
(equity) to arrive at the number of times the
of current liabilities.
invested capital is turned over in a
NOTE The quick ratios measure liThe most attracperiod.
quidity and reveals whether the firm
tive type of perNOTE Tangible Net Worth (equity)
can meets its maturing obligations.
sonal collateral
is the true worth of the business
form the
Return On Assets – This ratio is
(assets minus liabilities) minus inlender’s point of similar in function to the Profits to
tangible items in the assets such as
view is real esTangible Net Worth ratio and is calgood will or incorporation costs.
tate, marketable culated by dividing your companies
Profits to Tangible Net Worth – securities and
net income by total assets.
This ratio is a measure of return on cash value of
Sales to Fixed Assets – This rainvestment and is considered one of life insurance.
tio shows what sales are generated
the best criteria for profitability. It is SUPERTIP
by each dollar invested in plant and
calculated by dividing Net profits
equipment. It is calculated by dividing your
(after taxes) by tangible net worth (equity)
companies total sales by total assets. For
to arrive at a percentage figure.
example if your sales was $400,000 and
your company assets were $150,000, your
52
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sales to fixed asset ratio would be 2.76.
This means that $2.76 of revenue was
generated by $1 of assets.

tied up in receivables and thus determines
the average collection period for your
company. It will tell you (and your banker)
how much money you need to continue in
Sales to Inventory – This ratio
business (e.g., how much it will
gives the average turnover of inFor example if your cost to run your business for the
ventory for your company and is
annual sales was
amount of days your accounts reuseful for comparing your com$400,000 and your
ceivable are tied up), and thus
pany’s performance with others
current inventory
how much money you need to
within the industry. It is calculated was $100,000, your
have on hand-or to borrow.
by dividing annual sales by cursales to inventory
As a general rule, the greater
rent inventory. For example if
ratio would be 4.
your annual sales was $400,000
This means that you your accounts receivable (what
customers owe) the more capitaliand your current inventory was
inventory turnovers
$100,000, your sales to inventory four times each
zation you will need to tide your
business over until those accounts
ratio would be 4. This means that year.
are paid. Consequently, you may
you inventory turnovers four times
wish to charge interest on accounts that go
each year.
beyond a certain deadline, say longer than
Sales to Receivables – This ratio is
30 days.
used to find the number of days money is
53
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This ratio is calculated by dividing accounts receivable by daily sales. For example if your annual sales were $400,000
of which $100,000 were accounts receivable, and your business was open for 300
days thus making your average daily sales
$1,333, then your sales to accounts receivable ratio would be 75 days.

Times Interest Earned Ratio – This ratio measures the long-term solvency of
your company. It is calculated by dividing
your net income before interest and income tax expenses by the amount of interest expense.

Total Debt to Current Debt – This ratio
shows the proportion of a company’s debts
within the present operating year. It further
shows whether the company might be exposed to unusual financial strains from
54

debts maturing during the current year. It is
calculated by dividing your companies total
debts by its current debts.

Total Debt to Total Equity – This ratio,
also known as the debt-to-asset or debt-to-

The Three Most Important
Financial Ratios
Current
Ratio

= Current Assets

Quick or
Acid Ratio

= (Current Assets - Inven.)

Current Liabilities
Current Liabilities

Debt to
= Total Debt
Equity Ratio
Total Equity
The three financial ratios shown above play an
important role in the granting or denial of loan request. Small businesses should calculate and
monitor these financial ratios as part of their
working capital management policy.
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equity ratio, looks at the ability of a business to repay long-term debt. It is of primary concern for every business owner for
it is given special focus in the American
Banker's Association guidelines for evaluating a business.

If you owe $100,000 and have total assets of $200,000 than your debt to asset
ratio would by 1:2 or 50 percent. This
means that the assets are twice as large
as the debts. The company therefore presents a healthy financial picture.

NOTE It should be obvious that a
The debt-to-asset ratio shows the If you have to
borrow, do not
banker only want to lend money to a
degree of financial leverage. It is
borrow
against
successful business. The banker
used to measure the extent to which
futures
sales.
also wants to know that the owner
your company relies on borrowed
When
borrowhas at least as much at stake as the
funds by comparing what is owed
ing, do so only
bank, and preferably twice as much.
(debts, borrowed capital and other
Bankers want a strong debt-toliabilities) to what is owned (assets, against assets.
equity ratio (1:2/1:1).
equity capital, net worth and money SUPERTIP
invested by the owner). This ratio is
Industry Performance
calculated by dividing total liabilities by toBankers and investors will also examine
tal equity. As a rule, you should avoid borthe current state of the industry, including
rowing so much that this ratio becomes
its past, recent and future performance.
dangerously high.

55
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Liquidity of Company Assets

cause of business failure; an inexpert
owner-manager jeopardizes the loan the
might have been made by the bank.

Banks and investors need to know your
current assets such as inventory and receivables (used as collateral for short-term
TWO:
loans), as well as your fixed assets such
as land, buildings and equipment
A request for a
(used for collateral for long-term
loan in excess
loans). They will use this information
of five to eight
to determine the liquidity of your
times the cash
business i.e., how easily your asflow of a busisets can be converted into cash, in
ness makes incase your business goes bankrupt.
vestors uncomfortable.
Management Experience
SUPERTIP
A vital ingredient of every startup
loan application is management expertise. Loan officers are emphatic on this
point for two valid reasons:
ONE: It has been shown that lack of management expertise is the single biggest
56

During a number of years, a decade
or more ago, when banks and the
SBA were rather loose with loans
and often lent money based on minority needs rather than business
expertise, the bankruptcy rate was
extremely high.

Loan officers and investors will
also look at your reputation and integrity (have you kept your promises
in the past), your proven ability and
experience (have you previously
managed or owned a successful business
in the past), as well as the reputation and
experience of all key individuals in your
management team. In general, they don’t
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like it when they see new entrepreneurs
agement decisions and furthermore may
working out of their field of expertise. They
want to function as directors or officers of
will also consider your age (and that of
the company. Considering it is their money
your supporting team), your commitment,
you will be spending, this point of concern
and the delegation of control.
seems reasonable.
The habit of borrowNOTE In addition to your own
Potential Growth
ing small sums of
management experience and
money – anticipating Banks and investors will also anathe experience of key individupay-day – is a pernilyze your expected rate of growth.
als within your company, banks
cious practice and
They don’t like to see companies
and investors may also want to
breaks many a friend- growing too slow or too fast.
know your personal financial
ship. It is no kindness
history (see page 83 and page
Proven Credit Rating
to loan money to a
84 for calculating your Personal
professional borBanks and investors like to invest
Net worth and Net Income).
rower.
in companies with solid credit ratELBERT HUBBARD ings – they need to know you will
Potential for
pay interest and principal payInvolvement in Key
ments on time. Records and references for
Decisions
loans previously paid provide excellent
Although, this is not always the case, many
proof. In addition to your company’s credit
investors want to be involved in key man57
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rating, banks and investors may also want
to know your personal credit history.

quickly.

Making loans and paying them back
promptly is one good way to establish
Developing a Good Credit Rating –The
credit with a bank. Doing business with a
amount of available funds an entrepreneur
manufacturer or other supplier over a pecan draw from an outside resource –
riod of time and paying bills
money from a bank or goods from a
Investors are
promptly (taking discounts if they
supplier – is the business’s availimpressed by an are available) is also a way of buildable credit. A good credit standing
efficiency quoing credit with trade sources and esdepends on reputation, past dealtablishing a good credit rating.
ings with the bank or suppliers, and tient that indicates
an
ability
the real assets pledged to secure
Regular Financial Reporting
to effect savthe credit (e.g., securities, real esBanks and investors usually want to
tate, salable assets, or title to good ings.
see tight financial controls in place
SUPERTIP
being purchased).
and prompt financial reporting. They
It is a good practice to establish
like to have, for example, cash flow budgcredit at a bank, even if it is not needed.
ets updated monthly and a list of aged reNeed for money can often come suddenly
ceivables and payables, all preferably preand unexpectedly, and the establishment
pared by outside accountants. They also
of credit at a bank does not happen
like to be informed of any major changes
58
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before they happen; new and large order
anticipated; plans for expansion; additions
to premises; and whether you are going to
be late.
NOTE Banks and investors like to know
that you will give them the bad news
Banks and inas well as the good news. They
vestors usually
need to be informed of things like
want to see tight
receivables lengthening (A/Rs not
financial conbeing paid); inventory turnovers
trols in place
slowing down; payables becoming
and prompt fidemanding; and losses of major
nancial reportcontracts or orders. They want to
ing.
know this because they can’t help
you if they don’t know in time. They
may for example, be able to establish a
credit line in anticipation of needs determined from your cash flow.

!
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APPLYING FOR A LOAN

months before any money actually
changes hands.

OBTAINING FINANCING takes persisNOTE Seeking funds from a bank for a
tence. You may be turned down many
start-up can be very discouraging. Lenders
times before someone agrees to provide
usually prefer to lend to established busifunds. However, don’t be discouraged.
nesses. Keep in mind, the first reThere are many sources who may
sponsibility of a bank is to protect its
be willing to help finance your busi- Capital isn’t
ness. As long as your idea is sound scarce; vision is. depositors.
and you are willing to risk a large
MICHAEL
Understanding the
portion of your assets, as well as,
MILKEN
Loan Process
those of a potential lender, you
Junk-bond CreaBorrowing from a bank is a contrachave hope.
tor and Investtual obligation. The banker provides
ment Banker
The most important point to keep
the money and in return, expects a
in mind when dealing with a bank is
number of things to take place. Most imthat bankers don’t like risk. Their primary
portantly, the banker expects the payment
concern is the safety of their funds. It is
of interest and orderly reduction of capital,
also important to realize that financing
maintenance of any collateral possessions,
takes time. Be prepared to wait week or
and the provision of timely financial information. As a rule, these conditions are set
60
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out by the banker prior to any funds being
disbursed by the bank. In general, fixed
assets are used to finance long-term loans
and working capital (e.g., accounts receivable) is used to finance short-term loans.
NOTE Banks want to help but ONLY
if they can profit in the process and
be assured that they will get back
their money plus a tidy little profit
(interest).

What to Prepare for Your
Bank Loan Application

"#how much money is needed
"#what it is needed for; a plan on how the
funds will be used
"#what terms can be afforded

Don’t approach
lenders when
you are desperate for cash.
Plan of your financial needs
well in advance.
SUPERTIP

Many of the major commercial
banks have streamlined their loan
approval system to provide a faster response to the client. It must be pointed out,
however, that the bank must be given sufficient information to prepare the credit application in detail.
61

Banks needs to know:

"#how long will it take to pay back
the loan out of the profits of the
business (loan repayment plan)
"#whether the loan will really do
the job it is expected to do
"#how much money you yourself
plan to invest (if your company is
a start-up company)

Banks also need to have a business
plan that includes a detailed description of
your business, your experience and the
experience of management, personal fi-
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nancial statements, business financial
Before filling out an SBA loan applicastatements including income statements
tion, you should talk with an SBA represenand balance sheets, a detailed projections
tative, or your accountant or banker, to
of how much you plan to earn, and a list of
make sure that your business is eligible for
collateral with their estimated value offered
and SBA loan. Because of public policy,
to secure the loan.
SBA cannot make certain
While analyzing the balance sheet types of loans, nor can it
SBA’s Loan Application and the income statement, sales
make loans under certain
Form 4 – SBA’s Loan Apand operating ratios should be cal- conditions. For example,
plication Form, commonly
culated in order to point out areas
if you qualify for a loan
refered to as Form 4, is
requiring further study. Key ratios
on reasonable terms
more detailed than most
are current ratio, quick ratio, acfrom a bank, SBA cannot
bank forms, because banks counts receivable turnover, invenlend you money.
usually have the advantage tory turnover and sale/accounts reof prior knowledge of the
You also are not eligiceivable.
applicant and his or her ac- SUPERTIP
ble for an SBA loan if you
tivities, while the SBA usucan get funds by selling
ally does not. Furthermore, the longer maassets that your company does not need in
turities offered on SBA loans ordinarily reorder to grow.
quire more information about the applicant.
NOTE SBA Form 4 (5-92) Previous Edition
62
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is Obsolete.

Parts of the SBA Loan Application
Form – The SBA Loan Application Form

"#Brief History of your company and
expected benefits you will receive from
the loan

"#Nature of your Business (including
product descriptions, market area,
major customers, suppliers,
"#Purpose of the Loan
competition, facilities,
It is estimated
"#Amount Requested
employees, unions and method
that the SBA
of distribution)
"#Type of Loan Requested (specify Loan Application
Form takes 19.8 "#Management (including a brief
terms desired)
hours to comdescription of education,
"#Use of Proceeds (such as land
plete.
technical, age and business
acquisition, new construction,
FUNFACT
background)
machinery and equipment,
inventory, working capital, or
"#Key Advisors
acquisition of an existing business
"#SBA FORM 912 (Personal History
"#Source of Repayment
Statement)
asks for the following information, which is
typical of most loan application forms:

"#Previous SBA or other Debt
"#Present Debt
63

"#Schedule of Collateral offered
(borrower’ assets that are pledged to
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the lender to guarantee the loan)

Receivable and Payable (current within
90 days)

NOTE Most sections of the SBA loan application are self-explanatory; however,
"#Three Years of Business Tax Returns
some applicants have trouble with certain
"#List of Co-signers and/or Guarantors (if
sections because they do not know where
you have any)
to get the necessary information re"#List of Machinery you are buy
quested. The collateral section is an A debt lender
including costs and suppliers.
wants to see a
example.
"Schedule of
NOTE If you are applying for a con"#A Current Personal Balance
Aged Accounts
struction loan you may need to prosheet (SBA Form 413 may be
Receivable and
vide estimates of the costs, sources
used for this purpose for each
Payable" (curof additional funds and copies of
stockholder with 20% or great
rent within 90
preliminary construction plan and
ownership
days)
specification.
"#The last three years and current
within 90 days of filing the application:
What Do Debt Lenders
Balance Sheet, Profit and Loss
Look For – Questions They Like
Statement; Reconciliation of Net Worth
to Ask
"#A Schedule of Aged Accounts

64

A debt lender will evaluate your loan re-
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quest by considering answer to several key
questions:

"#Can you provide the necessary data to
backup your projections?

A debt lender will also check to see if
"#Can you offer reasonable evidence of
there is:
repayment ability – either
established earnings (for an
The investor will need "#A written business plan
existing business) or income
documentation of vir"#A good working relationship
(profit and loss) projections
tually every statement
with the banker (keep the m
for a new business.
that you make. If you
informed on a quarterly basis)
say your business will
"#Do you have sufficient
"#An accurate balance sheet for
grow by 10 percent
management experience to
the past two years, with a
per year for five years,
operate the business?
projection for the next two
be prepared to sup"#Do you have enough equity
years. Historically, the balance
port your claim with
in the business? Equity
sheet has been the primary
facts & figures.
provides what lender call a
financial document used by
POWERPOINT
“cushion” for creditors.
loan officer and other in the
financial community to determine the
"#Do you have a reasonable
financial health of a business. It is still
amount of collateral (assets to be
necessary to include balance sheets in
acquired, residential property).

65
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"#A personal financial statement. Even
when the business is incorporated,
NOTE In filling out your “Balance Sheet” as
most lending institutions assume they
of ________, 19____, Fiscal Year Ends
are lending money to the owner
_____,” remember that you must
personally.
show the condition of your business
You and I are
within 60 days of the date on your
"#The owners’ personal résumé. A
the same. We
well-written and professionally
loan application.
both screw peoprepared résumés is an
ple for money.
"#A strong debt-to equity ratio
indispensable document for
RICHARD
"#A source of funds statement for
obtaining small business loans in
GERE
the past two years with a
today’s market. Obtaining a
Investment
projection for the next two years.
small business loan takes
Banker, to prospersonal salesmanship, and the
NOTE The source and use of funds titute Julia Robowner must demonstrate
statement, more than any other
erts in "Pretty
competence to run the business.
document, lets the loan officer know Woman"
A well-prepared résumé informs
if the business is viable. It is also
the loan officials that the owner is
essential for the management of cash flow
qualified to manage the business and
and is an essential operating document
repay the loan on schedule.
even when a loan is not being requested
the loan proposal package.
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Checklist of Questions Lenders
Like to Ask $
Credit Worthiness:
What is your character?
%#
Will you want to repay the
loan? How capable are
you in managing the business? Will you be able to
repay the loan?
What is the specific pur%#
poses of the loan? Is it a
short- or long-term need?
Do you have a clear finan%#
cial plan and forecast
showing why you need the
loan and how you will pay
it back?

What is the general economic outlook
%#
The success of so many
new immigrants from
Southeast Asia in North
America is a result of ethnic networking – established Asia-American businesses provide a “hui” to
finance startup enterprises
and provide entrepreneurial guidance to the newer
arrivals.
FUNFACT

for your business and industry?
Do you have a reasonable
%#
amount at stake in the business?
What collateral is available
%#
to secure the loan amount?
Are the business’ books and
%#
records up-to-date and in
good condition?
Does the business have a
%#
lawyer and/or accountant?

Is the loan request large enough to
%#
cover an unexpected change in your
67

situation, but not so large that is repayment will be a heavy burden?

Who are the customers and what per%#
centage of total sales do the largest
customers represent?
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Are all obligation paid promptly?
%#

How much of production is finished
%#
goods?

What is the insurance coverage?
%#

It too much money tied up in inventory:
%#
Accounts Receivable:
What is the quality of the accounts
%#
receivable?
Have any been pledged to an%#
other creditor?
Are customer paying your
%#
promptly?
Is there an allowance for bad
%#
debts?
Inventory:
Can the merchandise be sold at
%#
full price?

Is the inventory turnover in line with in%#
dustry norms?
Debt lenders
like to ask, "Who
are your customers and what
percentage of
total sales do
your largest customers represent?"

68

What are the depreciation
%#
schedules?
What are the details of mort%#
gages or leases?
What are the future fixed asset
%#

and equipment needs for the company?

How much raw material is on hand?
%#
How much work is in progress?
%#

Fixed Assets & Equipment:
What is the type, age and condi%#
tion of the equipment?

Installment Loans, Simple
Interest Rate Loans & Lines of
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Credit
There are three basic kinds of loans:
"#add-on interest rate or installment loan
"#lines of credit
"#simple interest rate loan

Add-on Interest Rate or Installment
Loan – An installment loan is an agreement to provide a lump sum amount of
money at the beginning of the loan. The
loan is paid back in equal amounts over
the course of a number of years in equal
periodic payments. There are two kinds of
installment loans: short-term and long
term.
Short-term Loan – Short-term bank loans
are generally paid in less than a year. A
short-term loan can be used, for example,
to finance a seasonal buildup in accounts
69

receivable or to finance a seasonal buildup
in inventory e.g., a massive Pre-Christmas
Sale. Lenders usually expect these loans
to be repaid after their purposes have been
served. In the first example, once the outstanding accounts have been paid by the
customers and in the second example,
once the Christmas inventory has been

Bank Loan Turn Around Time
BANKS HAVE DIFFERENT levels of
management to analyze different loans of
different values. In general, the greater
the loan being requested, the longer the
turn around time: account manager 1 to 2
days; unit manager 1 week; regional or
divisional manager 2 -3 weeks; head office credit unit 1 month.
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sold and cash collected.

within the approved period (usually one
year). The most popular form of a line of
credit is the revolving credit account.

Long-term Loan – A long-term loan is a
formal agreement to provide funds for
more than one year. These funds are usuNOTE A line of credit is an informal underally used for expansion or an improvement
standing between bank and a borrower rethat will benefit the company and
lated to specific amounts of funds
I once wondered available for future financing purincrease earnings. An example is
how the banks
the purchase of a new warehouse
pose.
made
their
that will increase capacity or a maRevolving Credit Account – A remoney, but
chine that will make an key manuvolving credit account is a formal
facturing process more efficient and when I procured
line of credit offered to larger busia loan, I found
less costly. Long-term loans are
nesses in exchange for up-front
out.
usually repaid from the resulting
fees and standard interest payE. W. HOWE
profits.
ments. In return, the bank has the
legal obligation to fulfill its commitLine of Credit – A line of credit is
ments under the formal agreement.
an arrangement in which the bank disburses funds as they are needed, up to a
predetermined limit. The customers may
borrow and repay repeatedly up to the limit
70

Simple Interest Rate Loan – The simple
interest rate loan is a loan which provides
the borrower the face value of the loan.
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The borrower then repays the principal
plus interest at maturity.

Working Capital Loans – A working

to day operating requirements of a business. It is normally of a revolving nature
(e.g., a revolving credit account) and is
usually secured by receivables, inventory,
a debenture or fixed assets.

NOTE If your business has great potential
or is in good financial condition, as shown
by its balance sheet, you can borrow
money to keep the business operating during start-up and slow sales periods. Work-

capital loan is used to meet fluctuating
needs that must be repaid in cash during
Operating, Working, Growth &
the business’s next full operating cycle,
Equity Capital Loans
which could be more than several years.
Four other basic categories of loans worth
Companys which have a heavy investment
defining include:
in fixed assets but due to unforseen
An operating
circumstances have limited working
"#operating loans
loan provides
capital, may borrow funds against
funds to look af- the security of these assets. A work"#working capital loans
ter day to day
ing capital loan can, for example,
"#equity capital loans
operating reprovide the cash necessary to meet
"#growth capital loans
quirements of a maturing obligations, stockpile inbusiness.
ventory and take advantage of trade
Operating Loans – An operating
discounts.
loan provides funds to look after day

71
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ing capital loans are often required when a
the capital will be used to increase your
business needs more money than can be
profits enough to be able to repay the loan.
generated by present sales. The loan can
!
be repaid during the months when
Adequate worksales are greater than expenses.
ing capital is
Equity Capital Loans – An equity needed for succapital loan is used to meet perma- cess and surnent needs. If you seek equity capi- vival, but cash
tal, it must be raised from investors on hand (or lack
who will take the risk in return for
of it) is not necsome combination of dividend reessarily an inditurns, capital gains or a specific
cation that the
share of the business.
business is in
Growth Capital Loans – A growth bad financial
shape.
capital loan is used to meet needs
POWERPOINT
that are to be repaid with profits
over a period of a few years (usually
not more than seven). If you seek growth
capital, you will be expected to show how
72
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Loan Application Summary
Factors Your Lender May Use to
Evaluate Your Application:
1. Your character, integrity and
overall management skills.

1. Accounts receivable past due, indicating that cash is coming too slowly.

2. Your company’s track record
i.e. its sales and profits.

2. Accounts payable abnormally extended.

3. Your product and its relative importance to the market.
4. Your financial statements preferably accompanied by a CPA’s
statement.
5. A description of the purpose of
the loan.
6. Your company’s ability to provide data to the bank both accurately and timely.
7. The primary and alternative
sources of repayment.

73

Factors Your Lender May Look Negatively on In Approving Your Loan:

3. Poor inventory operation, such as low
turnover and large back orders.
4. High debt-equity ratio, signifying large
outstanding loans.
5. Large withdrawals of profits by company officer’s owners.
6. Attempts to borrow short-term fund to
meet long-term needs.
7. Insufficient financial data.
8. Poor credit rating for principal business
owners/officers.
9. Personal problems of executives.
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THE LOAN AGREEMENT

terms, the use of collateral, and more detailed periodic reporting.

A LOAN AGREEMENT is a specially made
Negative Covenants – Negative covedocument that fully states all the terms and
nants are restrictions placed on the borcondition of a loan. It gives the amount of
rower by the lender. Some examples are
the loan and terms of repayment, identifies
limitations on the borrower’s total
the principle parties and lists any
Read the fine
debt, agreement not to pledge asrestrictions placed on the borrower.
print
in
the
loan
sets to other creditors and limitaBelow are loan agreement terms
agreement.
and issues worth noting:
tions on the amount of dividends
Make sure you
that may be issued.
Limitations – Banks often include understand the
Positive Covenants – Positive
limitations in a loan agreement that exact interest
covenants are actions the borrower
restrict what an owner can do. Limi- rate scenario.
must agree to. They include carrytations are spelled out in the coveSUPERTIP
ing adequate insurance, adhering to
nant section. If the company is a
the repayment schedules, maintaining a
good risk, the limitations will be minimal. If
minimum working capital, and supplying
on the other hand, the bank feels the comthe lender with regular financial statements
pany is in a higher risk category they may
and reports.
impose greater limitations. Limitations imposed may include stricter repayment
74

NOTE Loan agreements can be amended
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from time to time and exceptions made.
With the consent of the lender, certain provisions may be waived from year to year.

ceived during a specified time
c) accumulated goods devoted to the production of goods

Terms in the Agreement You Should
Be Familiar With –
Amortization – Gradual reduction of a debt by periodic payments sufficient to cover current
interest and to eliminate the
principal at maturity. Amortization periods are generally 10,
15, 25 and 30 years.
Capital – Capital can refer to:
a) assets less liabilities; represents the ownership interest
in a business

Compensating Balances – Some
banks require their
borrowers to maintain compensating
balances, which are
an average demand
deposit equal to a
certain percentage
of the loan amount.

b) a stock of accumulated goods at a
specified time, in contrast to income re75

d) accumulated possession of assets used to generate income
Carrying Costs – Inventory costs
associated with storage, handling
expenses, insurance, taxes, obsolescence and interest charges.
Compensating Balances – Some
banks require their borrowers to
maintain compensating balances,
which are an average demand deposit equal to a certain percentage
of the loan amount.

Credit Period Length – Time allowed before the credit buyer must pay for credit
purchases.
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1. Prepare a comprehensive business plan. Include an overview of
competition, composition of management and staffing, marketing plans,
Twelve Strategies for
and pricing strategy, income
A lending limit is
Negotiating Financing
projection for one year and a
the
amount
of
Discuss and negotiate the lending
cash flow projection.
money
they
are
terms before you sign a loan
2. Be prepared to explain uses
able to lend on
agreement. It is good practice, no
and benefits of the protheir own
matter how much you need the
posed loan. Summarize the inmoney. Chances are the lender may authority, withformation in the “Sources &
out having the
be willing to “give” on some of the
Funds Statement” in your busirequest apterms. Negotiate terms which you
ness plan (see Guidebook #11).
proved by a
know you company can meet and
higher ranking
3. Find the appropriate person
prosper by.
authority.
to speak to. Find out who will
NOTE You and the investor have
make the ultimate decision
different goals. The lender’s goal is protecabout your financing request, and then
tion of his or her investment, while yours is
deal with that person directly.
financial growth. These diverging goals of4. Be aware of the lending limit of
ten create conflicts.
Credit Policy – Actions taken by a business
to grant, monitor and collect the cash for
outstanding accounts receivable.
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the person whom you are dealing
with. Most commercial lenders have

tention to your account and who explains all aspects of the financing relationship clearly and thoroughly.

what is commonly referred to as a
lending limit. A lending limit is the
6. Dress conservatively. Like almost
amount of money they
everyone, investor and
are able to lend on
The chances of obtaining
lenders feel most comforttheir own authority,
outside financing improves
able around people like
without having the reas the size of the business
themselves. A suit and tie
quest approved by a
increases. Not only does the
are recommended for men,
higher ranking author- willingness of the lender to
a jacket and skirt for women.
ity. It is perfectly acparticipate in the transaction
Avoid overly elaborate acceptable to ask the
increase, the number of pocessories. Remember you
amount of the lending
tential lenders increases as
are trying to give an impreslimit before setting up
well.
sion of considerable good
an appointment and,
SUPERTIP
judgment.
what’s more, its advis7. Give an impression of
able.
confidence and competence. It is
5. Choose a lender with whom you
reasonable to feel a little nervous when
feel comfortable. Be sure to settle
applying for financing, but be carefully
on a lender who can give adequate at77
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not to let your nervousness cloud your
better for a negative aspect of your
judgment. The investor needs to have
business to be handled openly than for
a high degree of confidence in your
it to come up later under less favorable
ability to repay the debt or generate a
circumstances. This does not mean
profit.
that you are under obligation
People are saying, “Oh,
to reveal all your fears and
NOTE Remember that the inthis was Prince’s big
concerns about the business
vestor is dependent upon
gamble.” What gamble?
and its operations. It does
you, just as your business is
I made a $7 million
mean, however that you’ve an
dependent upon the investor.
movie with somebody
obligation to disclose material
You are both in a position to
else’s’ money.
or relevant facts about your
help one another.
PRINCE
business.
8. Do not overstate your Rock Star, commenting
10. Carefully check all terms
on his film "Graffiti
financial strength. Be
of the agreement. Be sure
Bridge," which flopped
realistic. Guard your
you know what you are signat the box office
credibility. It’s not a very
ing. It is perfectly appropriate
good policy to say someto ask that your attorney or accountant
thing you can’t support.
review the conditions of the agree9. Provide complete information
ment. The time to discuss alternatives
about your business. It will be far
is before the deal is finalized. Once
78
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you have signed an agreement, you
are legally bound by it.

monthly payments of $717. The same
loan at 15% interest requires $807.

NOTE Pay special attention to clauses that
Fees, too, can drastically alter the
total amount you are paying for financmay present serious hardships to your
ing. Typically, you will be asked to pay
busines. Keep in mind that it is the investor
who will prepare the loan agreement, not
“Points,” which are a percentage of the
you. Given this, it is not unreasontotal loan, due at the time the
able to expect the terms to make
loan is made. If for example,
A small differtheir life easier not yours. Thus, it is
you borrow $50,000 and are told
ence in interest
important for you to recognize and
that there is a 2 percent comrates can have a
seek to prevent the insertion of any
mitment or origination fee, you
big impact on
can expect to pay $1,000 in fees
clauses or conditions that may be
your payments.
to borrow from this source.
difficult to meet or live by.
11. Don’t be afraid to negotiate interest rates and fees. A small difference in interest rates can have a big
impact on your payments. Consider the
following example, a ten-year loan for
$50,000 at 12% interest required
79

All lenders charge different rates
and fees. If the lender seems receptive, attempt to reduce the charges you
will incur. In the worst case, the lender
will tell you that the lending conditions
cannot be change. You’ve lost nothing
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more before the loan closing.

by trying to minimize your costs.

Reputable lenders will be glad to comNOTE The interest rate charged usually reply. While you’re mulling over the
flects the level of risk the investor is underterms, it is a good idea to get advice
taking be lending your money. Investors
from associates and advisors.
will charge you lower interest rates if they
feel there is a low risk of the debt
!
not being repaid. Investors will raise
The interest rate
interest rates if they are concerned
charged usually
about your ability to repay the debt
reflects the level
or if you have a history of slow
of risk the invespayments to lenders as shown on
tor is undertakyour personal or business credit reing be lending
ports. A new business is likely to be
your money.
charged a higher interest rate than
a well-established business because the
lender will feel a new business represents
a greater risk.
12. After negotiations, ask to see the

final loan agreement paper once
80
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MAKING THE
RIGHT DECISION

num and can be used to earn 20% then it
is advantageous to borrow. If however, the
borrowed money costs 15% per annum but
earnings are only 10% then the rate of return on invested capital is in question.

BEFORE YOU get all exited about borrowing money to start your business, you
should seriously sit down and
ask yourself if you really need
Marketplace competito borrow at all. Loans or credit tion is no deterrent to
allow you to get started, obtain lenders. The presequipment, build inventory, de- ence of competitors
velop new lines of merchancan be interpreted as
dise, or expand – but rememoffering potential purber, it all has to be paid back
chases.
sooner or later.
POWERPOINT
Borrow as long as your
company’s cash flow is adequate to cover
the payments for both principal and interest on the funds borrowed. And only borrow if it is profitable to borrow. For example, if borrowed capital costs 15% per an81

The bottom line is, do not borrow
unless you have to. Save your credit
for when you really need it.

NOTE Should borrowed capital be
repaid as fast as possible? Borrowed capital in a business should
be used in the same way that material equipment and other assets are
used. It should always be seen and
treated as an expense of doing business.

Debt or Equity Financing?
In deciding how to finance your business,
you need to consider the following:
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"#How much control of your new business
can you comfortably give up?

officials at the main office, and often rely
on an SBA guarantee. In all cases, a complete, credible, verifiable business plan is
"#Which facts will debt and equity
required as proof to the loan officer that
financiers be interested in? How
you know where you are going.
do debt and equity requirement
Always try to rub
differ?
Start first by approaching people
up against
money, for if you you know, i.e. friends, banks, credit
"#How highly leveraged do you
unions, or trust company managers,
rub up against
want your company to be? The
lawyers, accountants and doctors.
money long
higher the amount borrowed
enough, some of They in turn may know of possible
compared to the amount of
it may rub off on investors. If your business concept
equity, the higher the leverage.
exhibits high growth potential, a
you.
second alternative is to approach a
Finding the Right
DAMON
venture capital company. Either way
Bank or Investor
RUNYON
take a moment to consider the inGuys and Dolls
Finding the right bank or investor
vestor’s needs, which may differ
can be difficult. Small banks are still
from a lender’s needs (see Guidebook #89
easier to approach when a startup loan is
for more info on finding a good banker).
needed; larger or multi-branch banks are
more impersonal, require OKs from high
82
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PERSONAL INCOME STATEMENT
Name: Jack and Louise Mulligan

Date: Oct. 23, 1995

INCOME

Period: one year

EXPENSES
Transportation
42,000

Gross Salaries
Bonuses & Commissions
Spouse's Gross Salaries
Annuities and Pensions

340

Dividends and Interest

Repairs & Maintenance

800

Licenses, Fees & Parking

275

Other Transportation Exps.

20

Personal
7,500

2. Other

100
91,340

TOTAL Gross Income
Less Taxes

28,767

Personal Income Tax

1,100

Gas & Oil

Sale of Personal Capital Items
1. Weekend Concessions

Other Taxes

Food

4,800

Clothing

2,200
80

Laundry & Cleaning
Music, Movies & Theater

1,000

Drinking, Dining & Dancing

1,200
250

Sporting Activities

A) TOTAL NET INCOME

62,573

Household

Rent/Mortgage Payments
Household/Apt. Insurance

3,300
550

Auto Insurance
35,000
6,400

Rental Income

Auto Loan/Lease Payments

13,000
366

Vacation & Travel

2,000

Gifts, Donations & Dues

1,000

Education, Books & Mags.
Medical/Dental/Life Insurance

300
2,367

Property Taxes

2,200

Doctor & Dentist Fees

300

Utilities (telephone, power, etc.)

1,650

Prescription Medicines

150

Maintenance & Repairs

1,200

Loans & Credit Payments

Furniture & Appliances

2,500

Investment & Savings Plans

Stereos, TVs, & Computers

1,000

Other Personal Expenses

Day Care Services
Other Household Expenses

1,500

1.

Mother’s False Teeth

2.

Mountain Bikes

300
950
1,000

B) TOTAL LIVING EXPENSES

TOTAL DISPOSABLE INCOME (A - B)

225
6,000

53,583

$8,990

PERSONAL NET WORTH STATEMENT
Name: Bernard Jackson

Date: Oct. 23, 1995

ASSETS

LIABILITIES

Cash

Cash On Hand
Checking Accounts

Unpaid Bills
350
1,250

Saving Accounts
Money Owed to You

2,200

Credit Cards

2,276

Income Taxes

2,000

Insurance Premiums

378

Other Unpaid Bills

785

Investments

Mutual Funds

Installment Loans
35,600

Stocks & Bonds

17,200

Automobile
Other
Long Term Loans

Savings Bonds
Other

6,500

Bank (home renovations)

Cash Surrender Value

Education

Annuities

Home Equity

Life Insurance

Other

Pension Fund

150,000

Retirement Plans

120,000

Personal Property

Real Estate Loans

Home
Other
Other Liabilities

250,000

Real Estate
Furniture/Antiques
Art/Jewelry

23,000

Alimony Payments

6,000

Accounts Payable

24,000

Vehicles
Other Assets

Coin Collection

B.

Horse

C.

Miscellaneous

TOTAL ASSETS $947,800

Notes Payable
Contracts Payable
A.

Doctor’s Bill

7,540

2,000

B.

Grand Piano

12,000

10,000

C.

Accounts & Notes Rec.
A.

145,000

3,000

TOTAL LIABILITIES $193,679

NET WORTH $754,121

